
CASTE AND POLITICS IN INDIA ESSAY

In this essay we will discuss about caste in Indian politics. After reading this essay you will learn about: 1. Role of Caste
in Indian Politics 2. Definition of Caste.

The upper castes who had used their control over the state to discreetly plunder its institutions for their own
gain, were now replaced by the mafia dons who now openly pillaged the state institutions. Various political
leaderships can alter and influence the caste system to give different groups of people unequal rights in
accessing public services and political competition. The politics of caste helps them get the political mileage
and win which is their ultimate motto. It has an overall negative impact on the productive workforce of the
country by ignoring the people with true potential and giving people opportunities on the basis of caste rather
than merit. We were an economic success saga over centuries and had always attracted foreign traders in lieu
of our products and services. Both agricultural based civilizations made various technological advances. We
can say that now people from lower caste enjoy the most hassle free life since the dawn of our society and
enjoy equal opportunities walking side by side with upper caste. Mayavati targets Dalit votes in the name of
'Bahujan Samaj'. In our country there are a number of local leaders who claim to have mastered a vote bank of
a particular caste, and a number of times we can find whole political parties with caste based vote bank. This
proves as a free publicity for them and this is what is needed for any elections. These emotions still play very
important role in present time politics. The Panchayat is a local government unit that is in-charge of resources
disbursement. Ambedkar, who was chairman of drafting committee of our constitution is considered
equivalent to god ,as he was from a backward caste and he fought his way up to the topmost positions in
society and accommodated equal rights for all the sections in society and provision of reservation in our
constitution. It is easier for the youth to maintain their status by rallying rather than remain loyal to a specific
party. When Mandella made this statement, it is unclear if he was referring to any one society, or country;
although it was clear he was referring to the discrimination of all people. The foundations of all the major
political parties are laid on the politics of caste and community. Caste System and Indian Politics! In the states
like Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Maharashtra, Rajasthan this tread is seen common everywhere from the lowest
level of politics to the appointment of Chief Minister. More non-congress parties started to challenge the
Congress dominance. Numerically minor parties, represented by the Jan Shangh, receive votes almost
exclusively from the upper and trading castes ibid. They thus managed to receive maximum representation at
the state legislature. This struggle for empowerment that was forced to operate outside of the rule of law
produced caste-based mafia networks. Many factors were present affecting the similarities and differences
between the two. This may be due to the fact that higher castes challenge the role of the traditional Indian
woman and so their caste position gives them a greater range of options that are not available to lower more
traditional castes.


